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ABSTRACT: The state of the art work in Cellular Neural Networks (CNN) has concentrated on VU'I 
implementations without really addressing the "systems level". While efficient implementations have 
been reported, no reports have been presented on the use of these implementations for processing 
large complex images. The work hereby presented introduces a strategy to process large images using 
small CNN arrays. The approach, time-multiplexing, is prompted by the need to simulate hardware 
m&ls and test hardware implementations of CNN For practical size applications, due to huniware 
limitations, it is impossible to have a one-on-one mapping between the CMV hardware processors 
and all the pixels in the image involved. This paper presents a practical solution by processing the 
input image block by block, with the number ofpixels in a block being the same as the number of CNN 
processors in the hardware. Image processing results obtainedfiom an actual IC test-chip prototype 
using this scheme are presented. 

' 

1. Introduction 

While software prototypes prove the potential of CNN [1,2], a great deal of research has been advocated to hanlware 
implementations which can be used for on-line applications in real-tjme[3-9]. Unfortunately, even though these imple- 
menrations are exnemely efficient the problem of how to use them for processing large images has not been properly ad- 
dressed. For practical image size applications, due to current state of the art technological limitations, it is impossible to 
have a me-un-onemapping between the CNN hardware processors and all the pixels in the image involved. It is thus a key 
issue the proper use of these implementations m common-day situations. This paper presents a practical solution by pro- 
cessing the input image block by block, with the number of pixels in a block being the same as the number of CNN proces- 
sors in the hardware. 

2. Time-Multiplexing Hardware Simulation 

Under this approach one can define a block of pixels (subimage) which will be processed by an equal number of CNN 
cells. Once convergence is achieved, a new subimage adjacent to the one just processed, is scheduled for further 
processing. This procedure is repeated until the whole image has been scanned using a lexicographical order, say, &om left 
to right and from top to bottom. It is obvious that with this approach the processing of large images becomes feasible in 
spite of the finite number of CNN cells. 

Even though the approach seems simple and appealing, an important observation is necessary: The processed border 
pixels in each subimage may have incorrect values since they are processed without neighboring information. Fortunately, 
the latency of C N N s  is such that only local interactions, depending upon the neighborhood radius, are important. Hence, to 
cope with the previous problem, two sufficient conditions must be considered to ensure that each border cell properly 
interacts with its neighbors. Tbese conditions are: 1) to have a belt of pinels from the original image around the subimage 
being processed, and 2) to have pixel overlaps between adjacent subimages. We will go into the details of these two 
constraints m the next subsection. 

I. This work was partially supported by the Office of Naval R-ch under grant number NOOO14-91-1-0516. 
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8 x 8 CNN block 

belt of in\puts (1 0x1 0 array) Overlapped cells 

(a) (b) 
Fig.1. Time-Multiplexing boundary conditions. (a) Belt of inputs. (b) Overlapped Cells 

2.1 Sufficient and Necessary Conditions for Time Multiplexing 
As an example of processing error, consider the case of Fig. 2 in which a 4x4 CNN is processing one section of an 

image. Assume further that all the entries of the B template are ones. Then under the conditions depicted, cell C(3,4) will 
present a 50% computation e m  if the pixels surrounding the border are not considered This can be concluded by 
observing that the total weighted input to the state of cell C(3,4), without considering border pixels, is 6 units instead of 3. 
It is possible to quantize the processing error of any border cell C(i,j) within a given neighborhood radius. Let us compute 
independently the error due to the feedfoxward operator and then due to interactions among cells for two horizontally 
adjacent processing blocks. Assume that the neighborhood for a border cell is incomplete, e.g. we are missing the data 
coming from pixels out of the CNN array. Then, the absolute processing e m  of a border cell C(p,q) due only to the effect of 
the E template is obtained by subtracting the erroneous state value from the erro~ free states. The mneous state value is 
characterized by the absence of external input signals to the cell. This yields the following result 

where B*(p,q;k,Z) are the missing entries from the B template due to the absence of input signals 4 1  and sign() is the 
sign function. The latter function is used to represent the status of apixel, e.g. black = 1 and white 5 -1. Notice that the error 
is both image and template dependent. In other words, the steady state of a border cell may converge to an incorrect value 
due to the absence of its neighbors weighted input. One can easily conclude that the error is canceled if the missing extemal 
inputs are provided to the border cells as depicted in Fig. la. Since typically, the array is "embedded" in the image during 
operation, this condition can easily be satisfied. 

Fig. 2. Ermr quantification due to missing neighbor pixels using only the B template 

Let us address now the interactions among cells. For this effect, we can compute the absolute error in a similar form. 
Disregarding for the moment the B template this error is 

whereA*(p,q;k,Z) are the missing entries from theA template due to the absence of weighted output signals Rl(t). The 
problem in this situation is more involved because the output signals depend on the state of their cmesponding cells. To 



minimize the error an overlap of pixels between two adjacent blocks is proposed. In this form, the mner cells of the ChW 
array will always receive weighted processing information from the border cells. 

The general tims-multiplexing procedure consists in processing each image block until all CNN cells within the block 
converge. The block with converged cells will have state output variables y which are the values used for the fmal output 
image. Every time that a new subimage is processed. the physical CNN array is initialized to the initial conditions of the 
original image, or to black or to white asrequired by the template in use. In the overlapping procedure the outer overlapped 
cell's converged values are discarded since they were computed with incomplete neighwng information. Only the inner 
cell's converged values are kept as valid values. This implies that for a neighborhood radius of 1, an overlap of two pixel 
column/rows is needed to be able to ensure correct values for pixels assigned to the border cells. For instance, in Fig. lb two 
pixel columns are overlapped. The converged values of the leftmost column are kept when processing Block, and the 
rightmost column values when processing Ebck,+~. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 3. Pixel overlap; shadowedpixels represent the ones that are overlapped in two consecutive block scans. In 
an edge detection operation a black pixel is turned white only when it has two adjacent black neighbor 
pixels. (b) 1 p i x 1  overlap: the left neighbor is missing which results in a wrong edge detection result. (2) 2 
pixel overlaps; both adjacent neighbors are present. 

To illustrate the previous statements, consider the image depicted m Fig. 3a and assume an edge detectlon opemuon. 
For this image processing operation the middle pixel is turned white only when its two neighbors are present. If only one 
pixel overlap is assumed the center pixel will never be white because when it is processed in both blocks it still misses the 
neighboring information, see Fig. 3b. This situation is fixed by overlapping two pixels. In particular, the three black pixels 
will be present when proce8sing Block,+l, see Fig. 312.. In our prototype the number of overlapping columns or rows 
between the adjacent blocks is defined by the user. An even number overlapping is recommended, since the converged cells 
in the overlapped region can be evenly divided by the two adjacent blocks. With the added overlapping feature, better 
neighboring interactions are achieved, but at the same time, an innease m computation time is inevitable. Consider an 
image of MxNpixels, a CNN array of m ~ n  cells and amnltiplexing scheme employing o overlaps. Then the total number of 
blocks (subimages) that need to be processed is 

With the previous multiplexing scheme the image needs to be iterated several rimes over newly obtained states to allow 
the proper propagation of global effects. Multiple iterations are necessary to guarantee that all cells have converged to 
cOiTect values taking into account aU global effects. This can be inferred by considering a diagonal pmpagatbn of, say, a 
black pixel in a fully white image. Norice that without overlaps it is impossible to propagate global effects, see Fig. 4% and 
that the propagation is achieved with at least one overlapped pixel. Fig. 4b depicts the case of three image iterations, each 
one acting over previously obtained results and using only one pixel overlap to propagate the data. Now, without loss of 
generality consider an M x  M image, an mxm CNN array and a multiplexing scheme of o overlaps, with o < m. Then the 
minimum number of iterations needed to propagate a pixel along the diagonal of the image is given as 

Iterarions = 1-j (4) 
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where the symbol L.1 is used for a ceiling function. Naturally, both the number of blocks and the number of iterations are 
directly proportional to the computational speed of the CNN system. By using eqs. (3) and (4) this computational speed can 
be estimated as follows 

Speed = Iterations x Blocks x (@ + T) (5) 

where 'I: is the average convergence time of each block and @ is the corresponding U 0  transfer rate to handle the block 
sequencing operation. 

3X3CNN an B Y  . , 1st iteration 

Fig. 4. Propagation effects. (a)  With no overlaps a pinel is propagated only until the boundary of the physical 
ChWarray. (b) When overlaps occur; the propagation is achieved by processing the image overpreviously 
obtained results. In this case 3 iterations are necessary to propagate the pixel along the diagonal. 

3. CNN Monolithic Prototype 

The 3x3 CNN chip was fabricated with MOSIS n-well2.0 um process. The photograph of the die is shown in FIg. 5% 
where all cells %e arranged as a 3 by 3 array. The die area of the Circuit is approximately 3.2 mm2. Unlike other 
implementations in which the output is observed at the hard-Witing block, the VLSI architecture we developed monitors 
the outputs from the state node. while previous implementations are mostly suitable for black and white applicauons 
because of the thresholded outputs, our approach is e s p e d y  suitable for applications in color (gray) image processing 
due to the analog nature of the state node. 

The CNN IC has shared inputloutput pins. Salient features of this implementation are full template programmability, a 
programmable integration time constant, and an external output at the statenode. Fig. 5b shows amodular view of the CNN 
IC along with U0 signals. 

* 
b11, b12, ..., b33 are the pins to set the analog values of template B 
all, a12, ..., a33 are the pins to set the analog values of template A 
101,102, ... IO9 are the input-output pins of all nine cells. The pin of each cell is used to do the 
functions of setting the boundary conditions, initializing the state, and of providing extemal input 
values to the cell, as well as obtaining its state output. 
dl and d2 are control signals to multiplex each input/output pin for different functions ar different 
time periods 

Vbi, is the offset bias voltage for the templates, and V, is a tuning voltage of the active resistor 
5V, -5V, lV, -lV are power supplies for the circuit and for the activation function, respectively. 

* 

4. Experimental Results 
The CNN chip is connected to a personal computer (PC) through an AD and a DIA interfacing board. The opefations of 

setting inputs and getting outputs from the CNN chi are multiplexed extemaUy by 4-1 analog multiplexer chips 
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(ADG509A). External operations are synchronized with the multiplexing operations inside the chip. The type of A D /  
board was AT-MIO-ltP, which has 12 AID channels; the type of D/A board was AT-A0-6/10, which has 10 D/A 
channels. Both are products of National INstruments. The pin multiplexing control code is generated by a computer 
program and interfaced through the digital YO port in the AT-MIO-16F board. Opamps were added as AID output buffers 
to isolate the output node from the parasitic capacitance of the wires and the A D  board. The opemting sequence is as 
follows: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

(b) 

pJ 

Fig. 5 CNN Monolithic prototype. (a) Die photograph. (b) Pin and IC Floorplan 

Initialize the AID and D/A boards. Set the required template values by providing the corresponding 
analog voltages for the template values. 
Set the boundary conditions of the CNN array, and the initial condition values of all cells 

Map the pixel values (0 - 255) of the input image into CNN input voltage values (-1V to lV), and 
send them to the chip 
Extract the output values (-3V to 3V) of the state variables of all cells and map them to pixel values 
(0 - 255) of the output image. 
Move to another position in the input image and repeat at step 2. 

Fig. 6 shows the extracted results for an edge detection operation using this 3x3 CNN chip on a 256x256 image. Worth 
noting from the results is that the images have gray level colors. 

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 6. (a) Original image. (b) After edge detection with Aii > 1. (b) After edge detection with Aii e I 

5. Conclusions 

This paper demonstrates the feasibility of processing large images using a time-multiplexing approach involving small 
CNN arrays. For practical image sizes, due to c m n t  state of the art technological limitations, it is impossible to have a 
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one-on-one mapping between the CNN cells and the pixels in the image involved. It was also shown that a statenode 
output approach is especially suitable for color image processing and applications involving continuoustime output 
signals. 
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